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This exam measures the ability to design, write, and understand programs written in language version 1.4 of the Java 2 Platform. The programmer's exam concentrates on the language basics. This book is not intended to teach new material. Instead it assumes that you have a solid foundation of knowledge but can use a refresher on important concepts as well as a guide to exam topics and objectives. This book focuses exactly on what you need to pass the exam - it features test-taking strategies, time-saving study tips, and a special Cram Sheet that includes tips, acronyms, and memory joggers not available anywhere else. The series is supported online at several Web sites: examcram, informit, and cramsession.

The accompanying CD features PrepLogic™ Practice Tests, Preview Edition. This product includes one complete PrepLogic Practice Test with approximately the same number of questions found on the actual vendor exam. Each question contains full, detailed explanations of the correct and incorrect answers. The engine offers two study modes, Practice Test and Flash Review, full exam customization, and a detailed score report.     


Welcome to Java™ 2 Programmer Exam Cram 2 (Exam CX-310-035). This book is intended to prepare you for taking and passing the Sun Certified Programmer for the Java 2 Platform 1.4 exam, number CX-310-035, as administered by the Prometric testing organization. This introduction explains Sun's certification program in general and talks about how the Exam Cram series can help you prepare for certification exams. You can learn more about Prometric by visiting the Web site at www.prometric.com.

Exam Cram books help you understand and appreciate the subjects and materials you need to pass certification exams. Exam Cram books are aimed strictly at test preparation and review. They do not teach you everything you need to know about a topic. Instead, the series presents and dissects the questions and problems that you are likely to encounter on a test. In preparing this book, we have worked from Sun's published objectives, our own test experiences, and online discussions with those who have taken the current exam. The aim of the Exam Cram series is to bring together as much information as possible about certification exams in a compact format.

We recommend that you begin by taking the Self-Assessment immediately following this introduction. This tool helps you evaluate your knowledge base against the requirements for the Sun Certified Programmer for the Java 2 Platform exam under both ideal and real circumstances.

Based on what you learn from that exercise, you might decide to begin your studies with some classroom training or to pick up and read one of the many study guides available from third-party vendors. We also strongly recommend that you install, configure, and fool around with the Java 2 Software Development Kit (SDK) 1.4 software and documentation, because nothing beats hands-on experience and familiarity when it comes to understanding the questions you are likely to encounter on a certification test. Book learning is essential, but hands-on experience is the best teacher of all!
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Adobe InDesign CS6 RevealedCengage Learning, 2012

	Graphic design professionals and design students alike have embraced Adobe InDesign as the industry standard for page layout software--and they're mastering it with ADOBE INDESIGN CS6 REVEALED. A thorough, in-depth exploration of the latest release, this highly visual book covers all the fundamental concepts, starting with the workspace...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...
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The Book of Knowing: Know How You Think, Change How You FeelAndrews McMeel Publishing, 2020

	A little book for big feelings. 

	

	Informative and accessible, The Book of Knowing is a friendly, therapeutic guide for teens to understand and control their feelings. In 2015, clinical psychologist Gwendoline Smith began a Tumblr blog under the pseudonym Dr. Know. Her Gen Z-friendly approach to CBT (cognitive...
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Basic Electronics for Scientists and EngineersCambridge University Press, 2011

	Ideal for a one-semester course, this concise textbook covers basic electronics for undergraduate students in science and engineering. Beginning with the basics of general circuit laws and resistor circuits to ease students into the subject, the textbook then covers a wide range of topics, from passive circuits through to semiconductor-based...
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The Archaeology of Household ActivitiesRoutledge, 1999
There were a number of chapters I thought were exceptionally well written and researched... valuable reading for all classical and historic archaeologists unfamiliar with Schiffer's work or with prehistoric archaeology, where point pronveniencing, object functions, use of space, and similar foci are routine. Others will enjoy reading Chapters 3 and...
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Algorithms For InterviewsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Algorithms for Interviews (AFI) aims to help engineers interviewing for software development positions. The primary focus of AFI is algorithm design. The entire book is presented through problems interspersed with discussions. The problems cover key concepts and are well-motivated, challenging, and fun to solve.
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